The Canterbury Collection

The Canterbury Collection is a comfortable and
durable collection that blends with almost
any design solution or functional need.
Website: www.buckstaﬀ.com

Canterbury is a comfortable and durable collection that blends
with almost any solution or functional need.
> Rounded, bullnosed edges are characteristics of the collection.
> Transitional design is clean and simple, yet portrays timeless charm.
> The solid wood bull-nose edge styling provides long-lasting quality.

Round Table
The Canterbury collection features:
> Round or rectangular tables including a solid wood internal band
available in heavy round leg-based or panel-based styles in a
full range of sizes.
> Table tops can be outﬁtted with aesthetically pleasing concealed
power strips or power ﬁxtures for ﬁxed lighting applications.
Helicoil

Slug & Bolt

Helicoils are used
for maximum
holding power.

Slug-and-bolt leg assembly
provides strength and stability
with metal-to-metal fastening.

Shelving

Sloped Top Table

> The collection includes matching carrels oﬀered with a number of
options including: lights, ﬁnish, wire management and grommets.
> Buckstaﬀ solid wood shelving is available single and double-faced,
and may include features such as newspaper rods and sloped
periodical shelves.
> The collection also oﬀers a wide selecton of matching technical
library pieces such as book trucks, circulation desks, dictionary
stands, atlas cases, and computer work stations.
> The collection oﬀers standard plain sliced oak and other hardwoods
with a choice of seven standard ﬁnish colors. The collection is also
available in maple wood with the same ﬁnishes.

‘

We asked Moss Designs to step in on an unﬁnished job from Buckstaﬀ. The
products they built included study carrels, tables, OPAC stations, children’s
sloped tables and a self-checkout station. The quality was the same, they
met our delivery schedule and the ﬁnishes matched. We couldn’t tell any
diﬀerence.”

> Vickie Novak

Library Director for Glenview Public Library

Did you know? We will match any existing product lines you have!

moss designs
LTD.

continuing a 160 year tradition
About Us

Creating a new team from the old Buckstaff organization, the new company consists of
experienced craftsmen and longterm employees of the original Buckstaff company. The
new parent organization is Moss Designs Ltd., which is a woman owned business started
by Buckstaff employees over 10 years ago. While we’re a different firm from Buckstaff, we
understand the importance of producing durable quality wood furniture made in America.

Beyond hiring experienced Buckstaff employees, we’re looking at adding on and
improving the Buckstaff experience:
We’ve purchased Buckstaff’s furniture drawings, specification standards, engineered parts,
patents and trademarks.
> Acquired some of their operational furniture manufacturing equipment.
> Currently, we’re re-establishing long-time vendor relationships.
> We use the same wood supplier and the same aged kiln dried wood species that Buckstaff
was famous for.
> Our finishing team employs the same processes that were used at Buckstaff. In fact, we
purchased their wood staining and varnishing equipment to provide perfect matches.
>

Environmental Statement
The majority of our wood comes from Wisconsin lumber dealers. They strongly believe in long-term forest
management and use certified forest experts in the tree selection process. They believe in working closely
with land owners to help them keep forests sustainable. The wood they harvest is usually found less than
25 miles from their mill.
Buckstaff utilizes water based stains which reduces VOC emissions. Blanket wrapping, when feasible,
eliminates packaging materials that end up as waste in landfills. When you order from Buckstaff you
should feel comfortable knowing we take our environmental commitment seriously.

Please contact our Sales Team or visit our website for a full green spec sheet and more information.
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